This paper summarizes the concept of swarm robotics and its applicability to crop inspections. To increase the agricultural yield it is essential to monitor the crop health.
Introduction
In nature, species like ants, birds and fish constantly develop entities, higher and more powerfull when they work together. Examples of those collective behaviors in nature include: flying patterns of birds to fly more efficiently, colonies build by ants, travel patterns of fish for safer travel, etc. (Beni, 2005) . The collactive behaviour of organisms has inspired researches that were focused in applying the same behavioural pattern to robotics. (Bayındır, 2016) . Swarm robotics is the tecnological concept that allows a descentralized control system with multiple robots, in other words it allows every robot to take actions based on the behavior of the other robots without recieving commands from a central computer (de Vries and Subbarao, 2011).
Swarm robotics is a powerful tecnology since it allows high-scale creation of colective robotic entities (Tan and Zheng, 2013; Weng et al., 2014) . This makes swarm robotics an attractive option for automated crops inspection. Agriculture is one of the main application of quadrotors UAVs (Kolodny, 2017) and swarm robotics using these robots provides an opportuinity to inspect agricultural data for large areas and it allows to highly enhance the tasks required in precision agriculture. This paper is divided in 3 sections, the first section explains swarm robotics features and some inspections solutions, the second division explains the agriculture precision concept and the inspection tasks procedures, the third section discusses how Robotics Swarm can be applied to the inspection procedures using quadrotors and what advantages are expected as a result.
Swarm robotics
Swarm robotics create collective entities using smaller single entities (Navarro and Matía, 2013) . The single entities present among swarms are called agents. During a swarm interaction, every agent acts according to the other agents behavior, thus agents need communicate with each other (Kumar et al., 2017) . The method of communication could include cameras, microphones, wireless transmissions, etc. The communication method needs to be consistant with the information receiving capability of the agent and the design of the swarm will be based on the capabilities of the agents (Garcia and Keshmiri, 2016) . Table 1 summarizes a comparison of the multiple multi-robot systems including feature performances. Swarm robotics is known for its high scalability due the descentralized control system, allowing the swarm to maintain high amounts on robots to work simultaneously. The descentralized control system feature a low bandwith transmission from any source swarm, due to the absence of a central computer updating information in every robot. (Tan and Zheng, 2013 Researchers started providing innovative ways of applying Robotics Swarm for common tasks that could be used for human tasks. (Bayındır, 2016) . According to. (Bayındır, 2016) , the swarm tasks can be mainy divided in:
• Aggregation: agents gather in an common area.
• Flocking: agents travel together to the same location.
• Foraging: agents pick up and bring back objectives to a common location.
• Object Clustering and Sorting: agents pick objectives and bring them to clusters of objectives of the same type.
• Navigation: agent with limited capabilities travels with more capable agents in order to reach objective.
• Path Formation: agents create a path formation trying to minimize the distance between each agent
• Deployment: agents scatter mantaining a desired distance between each other.
• Collaborative Manipulation: agents change the state or position of a common objective. For the purpose of this paper it is necessary to consider a combination of the tasks mentioned in order to obtain a swarm behavior for crops inspection, thus a task allocation will be used.
Precision agriculture
Precision agriculture (PA) is the application of geospatial techniques and sensors (e.g., geographic information systems, remote sensing, GPS) to identify variations in the field and to deal with them using alternative strategies. In particular, high-resolution satellite imagery is now more commonly used to study these variations for crop and soil conditions. Precision agriculture is optimizing application of geospatial analysis Satellites can be used to take pictures of the crops, high resolution imagery has been used in some fields (Zhang and Kovacs, 2012) but even then the satalite images cannot provide the resolution requiered for the detailed analysis that is needed for some application in precision agriculture. As a solution, quadrotors has been used with measurement sensors mounted on them for detailed analysis of crops (Das et al., 2015) .
These devices sensors include RGB stereo cameras, multi-spectral cameras, a themal imaging camera, a laser range scanner (LIDAR), and navigational sensors illustrated on 
Swarm robotics in quadrotors for crop inspections
Precision agriculture is becoming the most used application for quadrotors (Kolodny, 2017) . Additionally, measurements have illustrated that with communication protocols can increase the overall battery lifetime of the sensors (Srbinovska et al., 2015) . Thus this paper discusses a way to enhance the inspection procedures made by quadrotors in precision agriculture. Swarm robotics seeks to augment the capability of the quadrotors that work together to create more capable entity that will represent the overall inspection system. By having multiple quadrotors working cooperatively the control system is able to reduce the time of inspection and adding more quadrotors • Sensor interference: Since feedback variables must be gather from measurement sensors and these will never be fully accurate and precise, then error models for these must be taken into account (Meyer et al., 2012 ).
• Robust control system for the quadrotor: Control system that will receive commands from the algorithm and the trajectory generation and will output the propulsion of the propellers .
• Quadrotors count: Differents amounts of quadrotors will test the effectiveness of the algorithm in the swarm (Rutishauser et al., 2009 ).
• Quadrotor communication range: If the size of the crop is too big, quadrotors might flight out of communication range of each other and won't be able to share information ("Matrice 100 -DJI Wiki," n.d.).
• Quadrotor speed limit: Maximum speed will limit the capability of the quadrotor swarm according to their amount ("Matrice 100 -DJI Wiki," n. • Wind speed: Wind forces can make the quadrotor lose accuracy in flight and spend more energy (Meyer et al., 2012 ).
• Battery replacement operations: In the algorithm the quadrotors will have to return to base to change batteries when they start running out of energy ("Matrice 100 -DJI Wiki," n.d., "Mission Estimates," n.d.).
• Crop area size: If the crop is big and the quadrotor count is low, the battery replacement operations must be taken into account ("Matrice 100 -DJI Wiki," n.d., "Mission Estimates," n.d.; Rutishauser et al., 2009 ).
• Crop area geometry: If the geometry of the crop is very irregular, the distribution of area per quadrotor could get complex and the swarm inspection algorithm must take this into account (Torres et al., 2016) .
A real life operation would take into account additional variables like operational costs, safety policies, airspace regulations, but this paper considers the ones mentioned above as the most significant ones for the research development of a swarm algorithm and a swarm trajectory generation (de Vries and Subbarao, 2011; Zhu et al., 2015) . By taking these factors into account a swarm algorithm and a swarm trajectory generation could be developed that will create a robust quadrotor swarm inspection system that will greatly enhance the automated inspection system required for precision agriculture.
Previous studies using swarm robots for inspections presents results of great performance in which the time of inspections are considerably reduced. It can be seen that the time reduction is greatly reduced by adding a few robots but eventually the number of robots doesn't improve considerably the time reduction. This means that every mission conditions has a limit on how many robots may be worth adding (Correll and Martinoli, 2006) .
As mentioned earlier, also the operational costs constraint will have to be considered at some point. Swarm robotics is a very promising technological solution to reduce the time of multiple types of operations. However, maintenance for the robots and 
Conclusions
Precision agriculture is one of the main application for quadrotors, and swarm robotics is one of the main application in multi-UAV systems, therefore future studies about quadrotors in agriculture should be highly encouraged to take swarm robotics into account as a posible solution during preliminary studies for automated farming research. Precision agriculture could significantly enhance the production on farms and this represents the posibility of vegetative friendly techonologies. Similarly, swarm robotics provides a powerful concept of multi robots automated system, as the ammount of robots increases while the robot size decreases, the capabilities of the swarm entity increases, this could lead to solutions that would be nearly imposible to be achieved with a single robot. Quadrotors are becoming increasingly popular for agricultural applications because of their movement capability, those capabilities could also be exploited in many human tasks while swarm robotics is applied. As a result, there are many posibilities of multi-quadrotor automated system applications precision agriculture being one of the leading ones. However, as stated in the last section, every mission will have constraints on how many robots increase considerably the performance of the swarm, therefore this optimal number should be in the concerns of any swarm research. Also this number could be affected by the operational cost of the swarm, there could be a point where the cost for adding a robot is higher than revenue by the improvement in performance.
